WorldCare ACCESS
Remote second opinions

Medical decisions can be overwhelming. When faced with surgery
or a serious medical condition, how can you be confident you’re
making the most informed decision?

Worldcare can help

WorldCare ACCESS service arranges to confirm your diagnosis,
provide treatment recommendations and answer your questions.
Remote second opinions are completed by teams of specialists at
WorldCare Consortium® hospitals and delivered directly to you and
your doctor along with the information needed to make informed
decisions with greater confidence.

How it works
The WorldCare ACCESS service is here for you when you need it most.
It’s a simple three-step process:

Step 1

Call WorldCare to initiate service.

Step 2

WorldCare works with you and your doctor(s) to gather
							 medical records and send them to the medical institutions best
							 suited to review your case.

Step 3		 The specialists review your records and diagnostic material and

							 provide an independent second opinion to you and your doctor.
“Thank you so much. We valued the second opinion as it has given us a
better picture of the so far unexpected future.”
- WorldCare Member

Unique features
• Multi-disciplinary review
• Multi-institutional review
• Follow-up within 30 days of
		initial review
• Electronic storage of medical
		records

Benefits
Expertise
• Advice from top specialists at
		 world-class academic hospitals
Simplicity
• No appointments or travel
		required
Reassurance
• Your own doctor continues to
		 manage your care
Reinforcement
• Interactivity between your doctor
		 and the consulting specialist
Quality
• In-depth information helps you
		 understand your care better
Service
• WorldCare Case Managers guide
		 you throughout the process

For more information, please call WorldCare
or visit www.worldcare.com
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For more than 22 years we have been committed to improving the quality of health care worldwide by
maximizing timely, efficient and strategic access to the world’s best health care. We have leveraged our
award-winning capabilities and revolutionary technology to provide unparalleled service and expertise.
Nimble and efficient, we offer customized services to meet the unique needs of our clients and members
worldwide.
We deliver highly-specialized, personalized services by leveraging our unique contractual relationship
with the WorldCare Consortium® institutions, as well as relationships with other high-quality clinicians
and medical institutions globally. We pioneered the multi-disciplinary, multi-institutional second opinion
process in 1994 and have come a long way over the past twenty years, while continuing to be the leader
in global health care solutions.
With operations worldwide, our services are available through employers, health plans and insurers and
cover the full continuum of care. Through our unique relationship with top-ranked hospitals, we are able
to provide services ranging from answering basic medical questions, confirming diagnosis, providing
treatment plan guidance and much more.
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